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Fragment Level Alignment
Method of isolating ambiguously aligned regions within conserved regions and retaining information without violating positional homology FIGURE 1. An overview of alignment approaches and their interconnections.
et al., 2000] ), and these and other programs have been discussed by others (i.e., Hickson et al., 2000; Gardner et al., 2005; Katoh et al., 2005) . Automated alignments that are adjusted by hand should ultimately be considered manual, because the final homology decisions are in the eye of the investigator. Manual alignment can be further categorized as "by eye," or structural. "By eye" alignments are typically performed without a consistent criterion, and hence are considered by us to be not only subjective, but also phenetic (with nucleotide similarity being the criterion, albeit one without easily demonstrated consistency). Ribosomal RNA for three high-ranking (based on ISI impact factor) phylogenetics journals. The "Journal" column, on the far left indicated the journals, Systematic Biology, Molecular Biology and Evolution, and Cladistics, each with their ISI impact factors in parentheses. "Papers" refers to the number of molecular phylogenetics papers, and "rRNA" refers to how many of these papers used rRNA for at least one of their markers. "Struct." refers to manual alignment with reference to rRNA secondary structure, whereas "Adjust" refers to manually adjusted computer alignments. "Manual" refers to alignments only specified as manual. "Comp." refers to unadjusted computer alignment, whereas "POY" refers to direct optimization with POY. structure-based alignments involve the use of published structural models (available from rRNA databases) combined with a search for compensatory base changes (e.g., Kjer, 1995) , which provide evidence for conserved helical interactions that are to be aligned together (for a recent historical review see Noller, 2005) . In short, computer alignments minimize change among nucleotides, whereas rRNA structural alignments minimize change among rRNA secondary structures. All organisms have the same basic rRNA structure, yet the nucleotides involved in base pairing can vary a great deal among lineages. Thus, maximizing nucleotide identity as a means of establishing homology ignores a higher order of conservation. The nucleotide states themselves can make very little difference in ribosomal function, but the conservation of higher order structure is imperative. Computer programs like Clustal (Thompson et al., 1994) and POY (Gladstein and Wheeler, 1997) assume that the lowest evolutionary costs involve the retention of nucleotides. In other words, aligning nucleotides together based on state is both parsimonious and algorithmically less costly, and that shorter trees are better trees. However, we argue that this is not justified in structurally conserved molecules in which the states of the nucleotides are less important than the conserved structures with which they are intimately associated. Previous studies have shown that elucidation of a secondary structure model can aid in more accurate phylogenetic inferences (e.g., Kjer, 1995; Hicksonetal., 1996 Hicksonetal., ,2000 Titus and Frost, 1996; Morrison and Ellis, 1997; Xia et al., 2001; Gowri-Shankar and Rattray, 2006) . Another reason to consider secondary structure is that models that incorporate it are improving. MrBayes 3.0 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003 ) includes a doublet model (Schoniger and von Haeseler, 1994) , and the program PHASE (Jow et al., 2002; Hudelot et al., 2003; Jow et al., 2005) contains multiple models for pairing regions, including a sevenstate model for RNA base pairs that offers a promising alternative to six-and sixteen-state models (e.g., Savill et al., 2001; Gibson et al., 2005; Gillespie, 2005) . Similar reasoning for aligning by structure may be applied to protein sequences, but the codon organization of protein genes make the alignment of protien coding genes a very different process from the alignment of rRNA and is not discussed in this paper. When using default parameters in a phylogenetic study, it is important to consider whether these defaults were designed for protein-coding data or RNAs because the optima between these data sources should be very different (Katoh et al., 2005) .
All computer alignments require input parameters, and the objective selection of these parameters has been an active area of investigation. Among the most important of input parameters is the cost for inserting a gap in the shorter of two sequences relative to the cost of a substitution (the gap cost-to-substitution cost ratio, or gap cost). Under Needleman-Wunsch algorithms (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) , the computer assigns a numerical score to different alignments, providing points for nucleotides that are the same and subtracting points for inserting gaps (two extremes are shown in Fig. 2) . In both panels, the two sequences are identical, except for the addition of a single nucleotide at the arrow. In Figure 2A , if the gap cost is too low, the program will produce a trivial alignment in which the nucleotides on the bottom line up with an identical nucleotide in the reference sequence. If the gap cost is too high, the program will not insert a gap (Fig. 2B ). This exaggerated example is meant to introduce the idea that there may be some ideal gap cost to substitution ratio between these two obviously inappropriate extremes. Parameter selection will determine phylogenetic conclusions, and the selection of parameters may be accomplished through examining the sensitivity of phylogenetic conclusions to a variety of alignment parameters (Wheeler, 1995) .
An appealing modification of computer-based alignment would be to simultaneously evaluate alignment and tree building, bypassing fixed hypotheses of homology by reconstructing ancestral sequences on multiple trees in a process now called "direct optimization" (Sankoff et al., 1973; Sankoff, 1975; Sankoff and Cedergren, 1983; Kruskal, 1983) . Wheeler (1996) discusses direct optimization (or optimization alignment) and provides an implementation in the program POY (Gladstein and Wheeler, 1997) . The optimal tree in POY is that which depicts the minimal number of character transformations (substitutions, insertions, and deletions) between all taxa based on reconstructed ancestral sequences at each node of the cladogram. Hence, the program is rooted in the parsimony optimality criterion and offers a more precise implementation of the Sankoff-Morel-Cedergren method (Felsenstein, 2004) . Similar methods of simultaneous alignment and tree estimation exist under Bayesian sampling (Mitchison, 1999) and distance methods (Hein, 1989 (Hein, , 1990 . Redelings and Suchard (2005) provide a Bayesian method to simultaneously explore the joint posterior distribution of alignment and phylogeny, with software available at http://www.biomath.ucla.edu/msuchard/. Holmes (2004) discusses a probabalistic model of structural RNA evolution, following the model of Thorne et al. (1991; TKF91 model) . Lunter et al. (2005a) also used the TKF91 model to provide a joint analysis of alignment and phylogeny under a Bayesian statistical framework, and Lunter et al. (2005b) discuss likelihood approaches to direct optimization. POY also offers a likelihood implementation of direct optimization (not considered here) that considers indels as independent 5th states (Wheeler, 2006) . Gorodkin et al. (1997) , Mathews et al. (2002) , and Perriquet et al. (2003) provide programs for predicting and aligning structural motifs. Although these approaches may hold enormous promise, we limit our discussion to the parsimony implementation of POY program because it is, by far, the most commonly used method of direct optimization, and many of the other methods are limited by either a simplistic model of insertions and deletions and/or limitations on the number of taxa that can be aligned. Work will continue on the improvement of indel models (i.e., Miklos et al., 2004; Fleissner et al., 2005) .
There has been intense disagreement over the relative merits of structural alignments and automated alignments. Papers such as Kjer (1995) and Wheeler (1995 Wheeler ( , 1996 provide ideas for discussion but do not test the most divergent approaches against one another (structure versus POY). Moreover, two recent studies comparing POY to static methods (structure, by-eye, and automated) do not directly address the relative merits and drawbacks of both approaches (Shull et al., 2001; Belshaw and Quicke, 2002) . A recent reanalysis of Belshaw and Quicke (2002) by Gillespie et al. (2005b) illustrated some pitfalls of POY when secondary structure is not used to guide the alignment; however, a rigorous comparison of both methods was not performed. The challenges in evaluating alignment approaches stem from both practical and philosophical sources. Carefully done alignments, both manual and computer-guided, require significant expertise and effort. Computer alignment involves extensive analysis with high-powered computing facilities just to select among a nearly infinite pool of required input options (parameters). Manual alignment can take weeks of labor at the computer screen. An ideal test would be to send a large number of data sets, each with taxa encrypted, to dozens of independent investigators for alignment by both manual and automated approaches. Comparing these results would help to answer which approach is more repeatable in terms of recovery of similar phylogenetic trees. The presence of at least some highly corroborated nodes among the taxa in these "test data sets" would provide an added benefit, so that accuracy could be evaluated, as well as repeatability. It is difficult to objectively evaluate alignment approaches. Here we make an attempt.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Complete mitochondrial large subunit ribosomal RNA sequences (16S rRNA) for 18 mammals were retrieved from GenBank. These taxa were selected because we consider the relationships among them to be highly corroborated at every node (for review see Hudelot et al., 2003) , and the nodes for the expected tree ( Fig. 3 ) are recovered in a combined analysis of complete mitochondrial genomes. The taxa were encrypted, and their order was shuffled, with only the Bos taurus (cow) sequence identified. Taxa were then aligned by each of the authors following the structural criteria of Kjer et al. (1994) , Kjer (1995 Kjer ( , 1997 , and Hickson et al. (1996) , using published structural models from the Comparative RNA web (CRW) site as a guide. Ambiguously aligned nucleotides were coded as multistate characters and analyzed with the program INAASE (Lutzoni et al., 2000) . We also each produced a phylogeny generated from POY 3.0.11, with the fol- (Gillespie) . Ober sent an example file to Kjer, which accounts for the similarities between their command lines. The specific instructions sent from Kjer to Gillespie and Ober were intentionally vague, and are available on the; Systematic Biology web site: http://systematicbiology.org, and Kjer's web site: http://www.rci.rutgers.edu/~insects/kjer.htm. The web document also contains recommendations for making the alignment process easier.
RESULTS
The phylogenies produced from a parsimony analysis of the structural alignments are shown in Figure 4 . All three alignments produced nearly identical topologies. The results from the POY analyses are shown in Figure 5 . All three of our stmctural alignments differed at some positions (see web resources; http:// systematicbiology.org, or Kjer's web site), as can be seen in the different branch lengths, bootstrap values, and tree lengths. However, all three stmctural alignments produced nearly the same tree topology, differing only at a single node with bootstrap support near 50% and a near zero branch length (Fig. 3) . Support for most nodes was similar.
The POY results were different. None of us converged on either the same parameters or the same tree (Fig. 5) . Gillespie performed 10 different gap costs to change ratios, while choosing not to penalize a higher gap cost with an increasing gap extension cost. Ober produced seven trees and varied both gap costs and gap extension costs. Ober and Gillespie chose to present the variety of trees from the different input parameters, opting not to favor one tree over another. Kjer felt it was important to present one tree and followed a strategy of minimizing ILD scores between the 16S and 12S rRNAs. The first area of parameter space that Kjer investigated was the gap cost-to-change ratio, setting the extend cost (the cost of extending the length of an existing gap) at half that of the gap cost. The ILD scores got successively worse as the gap cost was increased. The next step was to explore the extend cost between 0.5 and 1, fixing the gap . Trees generated from a manual alignment of the 16S rRNA data. Branch lengths calculated with parsimony. A, B, and C, generated by Kjer, Ober, and Gillespie, respectively. C is a consensus of two trees. Numerals near the nodes are bootstrap proportions.
predicted that phylogenetic conclusions developed are less repeatable among investigators unless they are given these arbitrary parameters in advance. There is a similarity between sharing alignments and specifying input parameters in a computer alignment. The ability to repeat a computer alignment from raw data when given the parameters is no more valuable than repeating an analysis from a publicly available NEXUS file of a manual alignment. We suspect that this is not what is meant when the claim is made that manual alignments are not repeatable. If the alignment is clearly presented, the analysis is repeatable. Claims that manual alignments are not repeatable probably stem from the likelihood that different investigators produce alignments that are not identical. Our manual alignments were not identical, but neither were the POY results.
Because parameters like the gap cost influence results, objectivity in their assignment is desirable. One proposal in doing this is to perform a sensitivity analysis on a variety of parameters and measure each tree against some external criterion: a tree based on morphological characters, for example, or minimizing ILD scores between partitions. Other congruence measures have been proposed (Farris et al, 1995; Wheeler and Hiyashi, 1998; Wheeler, 1999a Wheeler, , 1999b Wheeler et al., 2006) , but Aagesen et al. (2005) found that none of the congruence measures they explored were always preferable. Sensitivity analysis (Farris, 1969; Wheeler, 1995; Whiting et al., 1997) was designed to objectively optimize a variety of parameters for phylogenetic analysis, including gap cost. There are problems with sensitivity analysis as it is most commonly practiced. For example, Wheeler (1995) and Whiting et al. (1997) only explored the gap cost against the transition-to-transversion ratio. There are many more parameters that define a tree, such as the cost to extend a gap (extend cost) or the penalty for gaps at the beginning and ends of a sequence fragment, or how an RNA fragment is subdivided into constrained pieces. All these parameters must be set by the investigator, and a thorough search requires the simultaneous optimization of all parameters that define phylogenetic conclusions. If sensitivity analysis was proposed to come to an objective, repeatable set of parameters, whether or not separate investigators would come up with similar parameters has never been tested and depends on putting some arbitrary bounds on an infinite space. Here we provide an example of how three investigators came to different conclusions based on different parameters. Aagesen et al. (2005) come to similar conclusions regarding sensitivity analyses, but with different recommendations. Simmons (2004) discusses the problems with using congruence among characters in selection among alignment parameters. Grant and Kluge (2003) argue for the application of equal weights. Philosophically we agree with them, and our work shows the failure of sensitivity analyses to come to any predictable set of parameters. However, even when the same parameters were input, POY did not always produce the same tree. Kjer performed the 1:1:1 analysis three times, with all parameters exactly the same and twice recovered a tree of 2657 steps, and once a different tree of 2646 steps (Fig. 5A ). For these data, it is clear that the TBR search with 10 replicates that was performed was not sufficient. However, Kjer performed over 27 such analyses in a search for optimal parameters, and even with only 18 taxa, it took a considerable amount of time. Gillespie performed 100 replicates and recovered the longest trees. The number of required searches performed in POY is another important variable to be considered. IGURE 5. Trees generated from POY analyses of the 16S data. A, B, and C, generated by different investigators. Initials in the lower left corner of each tree indicate Kjer (KMK), Ober (KAO), and Gillespie (JJG), followed by the gap cost-extension cost and the tree length.
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FlG URE 6. Plot of gap cost-extend cost versus the inverse of the ILD from Kjer's sensitivity analysis. ILD was calculated with tree lengths generated from POY analyses of the 16S, 12S, and combined 16S and 12S rRNA data. Figure 6 shows the results of a formal sensitivity analysis, exploring gap costs and extension costs. Rather than showing a gradually sloped landscape, with an unambiguous peak that indicates the optimum for these parameters, we see a flat plain with a single sharp spike at 1:1:1, gap cost:change costextend cost. Interestingly, the ILD value for 1:1:0.95 was on the flat plane with the other values. This shows that with this data set it may not be sufficient to be close to an optimum; one needs to hit it exactly, which is difficult to do when there are an infinite number of possibilities. Of course, we still do not know if the peak found at 1:1:1 is optimal, but it was the best among the parameter sets we examined. Other sensitivity analyses (e.g., Wheeler, 1995; Whiting et al., 1997; Terry and Whiting, 2005) have also revealed ambiguous optima in parameter/ILD landscape. Terry and Whiting (2005) showed a sensitivity analysis with POY to reveal less ambiguous optima than a sensitivity analysis with Clustal, although overall variance across parameter parameter/ILD was greater using POY. Wheeler (1995) and Giribet and Wheeler (1999) make the statement that manual alignment violates a priori assumptions about gap costs. The idea that there is a "true cost" for gap insertions for a particular biological system (gene) is at the very heart of the sensitivity analysis issue. Kjer (1995) states that if regions within a gene vary in their permissiveness for gaps, then any fixed "ideal average gap penalty," even if it were objectively defined, would be inappropriate for some regions. Varying this "ideal average gap penalty" to optimize regions that were inappropriately aligned in one iteration must result in a worse estimate in other regions. Length heterogeneity is most commonly encountered in unpaired regions of rRNA or at the tips of hypervariable helices (see van de Peer et al., 1993; Hickson et al., 1996; Gillespie, 2004) Sites where Gapcost=10 is "close" Sites where Gapcost=2 is "close" Gapcost FIGURE 7. Hypothetical curve demonstrating how changing the gap cost may shift which individual sites are appropriately modeled (in gray) without increasing the number of appropriately modeled sites.
series of fixed gap penalties merely moves the set of appropriately defined parameters from one pool of sites to another without necessarily increasing the size of the appropriately parameterized pool. By converting all of our nucleotide characters into As and all of our gaps into Cs, we used a two-state unequal-state-frequency model to measure among-site rate variation on the expected tree in our aligned NEXUS file with PAUP version 4.0bl0 (Swofford, 2001 ). The recovered alpha value was 0.45, indicating that the concave curve: in our cartoon in Figure 7 does approximate the shape of a curve that estimates the variation among sites for indels, and therefore the variation of gap costs. This points out a fundamental flaw with the idea of "sensitivity analysis" as it is most commonly applied in search of optimal parameters that cannot be overcome by exploring a series of fixed (therefore inappropriate) gap costs. In using an approach that varies parameters around some ideal, it is assumed that at least some (or one) of the analyses are appropriate. This is not the case with analyses that use a variety of fixed gap penalties. If all are inappropriate, finding an optimum of many inappropriate methods does not necessarily lead to a meaningful optimum. This can be examined in Figure 8 . The top seven taxa are murine rodents, whereas the bottom five taxa represent whales, apes, birds, fish, and mollusks. Within region V7 of the 12S rRNA (van de Peer et al., 1999) , variation can be observed even among closely related taxa. Helical strand 38' (synonymous with strand HI 047 of E. coli) is length invariant across virtually all eukaryotes . Obviously, the "cost" (in selective terms) of length heterogeneity is nowhere near evenly distributed across 38' )))).)))...)))))))) CGTTAGGTCAAGGTGTAGC CGTTAGGTCAAGGTGTAGC CGTTAGGTCAAGGTGTAGC CGTTAGGTCAAGGTGTAGC CGTTAGGTCAAGGTGTAGC CGTTAGGTCAAGGTGTAGC CGTTAGGTCAAGGTGTAGC CGTTAGGTCAAGGTGTAAC CGTTAGGTCAAGGTGTAGC AGACAGGTCAAGGTATAGC CGTCAGGTCGAGGTGTAGC GGTCAGATCAAGGTGCAGC FIGURE 8. Structural alignment of the variable region V7 (van de Peer et al., 1999) of the SSU rRNA and related core rRNA regions from the mitochondria of murine rodents (top seven taxa) and whale, chimp, ostrich, dogfish, and mollusk (bottom). Structural notation is described at the jRNA web site (http://hymenoptera.tamu.edu/rna).
sites. Ideally, gap costs across this short stretch of rRNA should vary from one region to another. Manual alignment permits flexible and appropriate mental gap costs, although these gap costs are regrettably undefined. This region of mitochondrial 12S rRNA can be downloaded from GenBank for any set of taxa to see the same patterns of regional heterogeneity, which is characteristic of rRNA.
We accept that the exploration of competing analyses is useful; however, all of these explorations are flawed if "biological" gap insertion penalties are optimized with uniform parameters, yet vary across sites. The definition of gap cost to change ratios is not as unambiguous as it seems. An improvement would be the implementation of a sliding window, in which gap costs at each site were correlated to neighboring sites. However, in our experience (and in reasoning that is circular, in that we define them as such) the boundaries between conserved regions and length heterogeneous regions are abrupt and structurally determined.
Because gap cost to change ratios are arbitrary (Vingron and Waterman, 1994; Kjer, 1995; Wheeler, 1996; Doyle and Davis, 1998; Phillips et al, 2000; Hickson et al., 2000) , one would expect that two investigators analyzing an identical data set with POY will come up with different parameters (Morrison and Ellis, 1997; Hickson et al., 2000) . Therefore, in reality, aligning with an a priori decision to use POY results in analyses that may be less consistent among investigators and no more repeatable than published manual alignments. In contrast, if rRNA is organized into a conserved secondary structure, then different investigators are more likely to come to similar phylogenetic conclusions because they are all using a homology criterion that is not arbitrary.
Nucleotide Bias, Phenetics, and Ancestral State Reconstruction
One of the critical flaws with POY is that it relies on the reconstruction of ancestral states using parsimony. Collins et al. (1994) provide convincing evidence from both simulations and empirical data that parsimony does a poor job of reconstructing ancestral states in the presence of nucleotide compositional bias and / or accelerated substitution rates. Eyre-Walker (1998) provided a mathematical proof of this. Because the reconstruction of character states on ancestral nodes is what POY does, there must be extensive examination of nucleotide compositional bias before its use. Concern about compositional bias and rate heterogeneity applies more generally to the calculation of tree lengths in any parsimony search. However, we are not arguing against computer searches in general. The problems of compositional bias and ancestral state reconstruction are specifically problematic for POY in relation to how it handles (and retains) the data within rRNA hypervariable regions, because these regions frequently maintain different rate and compositional properties from the rest of the gene. Hypervariable regions in rRNA are commonly subject to compositional bias compounded by accelerated substitution rates (van de Peer et al., 1993) . This issue is further confounded in the analysis of rRNAs from arthropods due to an extreme AT-rich nucleotide bias in the mitochondrial genome (i.e., Crozier and Crozier, 1993) and in the variable regions of the nuclear rRNAs of some taxa (i.e., Chalwatzis et al., 1995 Chalwatzis et al., ,1996 Gillespie et al., 2005a) .
Regional nucleotide compositional bias provides another severe challenge to automated alignments. If homology cannot be reasonably asserted, then automated analyses of potentially randomized data will favor grouping organisms together according to nucleotide compositional similarity, a phenetic approach. Note, in Figure 2 , nucleotide compositional bias plays a role in reducing the complexity of the sequences, favoring the misalignment of nonhomologous, A-rich regions. This illlustrates why tree length should not be used as a measure of alignment accuracy. In order to examine whether automated searches are grouping organisms according to nucleotide composition, recommendations of Lockhart et al. (1994) should be explored, checking to see if there is a correlation between nucleotide compositional similarity (particularly within length-variable regions) and relationship. Both concerns about compositional bias can be minimized with structural alignments, in that unalignable regions can be objectively defined and either eliminated or treated with fragment-level analysis (Wheeler, 1999; Lutzoni et al., 2000) .
Gaps and Data Exclusion Criteria
There are two common alternatives to the treatment of gaps in phylogenetic analyses. Gaps are often scored as "missing data" or as a "5th state." Gaps are not missing data. Even though they are not strictly character states, but rather constructions of the alignment, they are the result of heritable events that can be homologous and often informative. There is no justification for excluding them (Cerchio and Tucker, 1998; Giribet and Wheeler, 1999) . However, treating them as either 5th state characters or as independent events in a POY analysis is a very poor alternative. Figure 9 offers an example of why this is so. Wheeler (1995) recommends that we treat gaps as individual independent characters and weight them in a parsimony analysis exactly the same as the ratio between gap costs and change costs. Assume that the alignment in Figure 9 was recovered by using a gap cost-change ratio of 3:1. According to Wheeler's (1995) recommendation, we should consider five independent synapomorphies (numbered 1 to 5 above the sequence) between taxon B and taxon C with gaps as a 5th state. Yet there is no way to estimate how many indel events were responsible for the length difference between taxon B and taxon C. It is more parsimonious to assume a minimum of events, not a maximum. To make matters worse, by weighting these characters by the gap cost to change ratio, we find the equivalent of 15 independent synapomorphies linking B and C, all from what could have been the result of a single event (followed by additional indels), or worse, two convergent losses! Intuitively, the weight these characters should receive is inversely proportional to the length heterogeneity of the region. The problem is reduced in POY with the option of reducing the cost for additional gaps that are contiguous with preexisting gaps (the "extendcost" option), but unless the extend cost is zero, then the nonindependence of contiguous deletions of multiple nucleotides will inflate the tree length and differentially overweight characters from hypervariable regions. Aagesen et al. (2005) show that accommodating the potential nonindependence of contiguous gaps with the affine gap costs in POY improved topological congruence in all cases. Many other authors have dealt with this problem (e.g., Swofford, 1993; Baldwin et al., 1995; Hibbett et al., 1995; Kjer, 1995; Crandall and Fitzpatrick, 1996; Kretzer et al., 1996; Manos, 1997) . Simmons and Ochoterena (2000) discuss gap coding at length and provide several options for treating gaps. A search-based extension of fixed state optimization, not discussed here, is implemented in POY (Wheeler, 2003) . Two papers (Wheeler 1999a; Lutzoni et al., 2000) independently addressed the inclusion of ambiguously aligned regions through a procedure called fragment-level alignment (Lee 2001; see Fig. 1 ). Conserved regions are used to delimit unalignable regions, which are then treated as "fixed states" (FSO, Wheeler, 1999a) in POY or as recoded states in static alignments "INAASE" (Lutzoni et al., 2000) . Transformations across these unalignable regions are then calculated via step matrices after an optimal alignment is performed. Precise use of structural information can "carve" these unalignable regions further into discrete blocks that should improve these fragment level methods (Gillespie, 2004) . The implementation of affine gap costs in POY may be a promising compromise (Aageson et al., 2005) , but it would still be subject to the arbitrary nature of parameter selection.
Outgroup
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In a reasoned methodology, a certain amount of subjectivity may be inevitable, but it is important to both minimize subjectivity and call attention to it where it exists. For example, we find it inconsistent to reject structural alignment because it is "unrepeatable," while incorporating morphological data into combined POY analyses because although we support morphological analyses, we understand that no two morphologists are likely to come up with identical data matrices. We object to the implementation of arbitrary methods that are justified primarily on grounds of objectivity and repeatability. That assignment of parameters is arbitrary comes logically from the fact that gap costs are not well understood and capricious, and therefore the application of discretionary parameters will vary among investigators. The often-stated/never-tested claim that "... eyeball alignments may create inaccurate alignments..." is contrary to a wide variety of published confirmations of structural alignment, including Kjer (1995 Kjer ( , 2004 , Titus and Frost (1996) , Schnare et al. (1996) , Hickson et al. (1996 Hickson et al. ( ,2000 , Lutzoni et al. (2000) , Mugridge et al. (2000) , Ellis and Morrison (1995) , Morrison and Ellis (1997) , Xia et al. (2001) , and Gillespie et al. (2005b) .
Previous comparisons of alignment methods involve testing one automated method like Clustal (Shull et al., 2001; Terry and Whiting, 2005) or MALIGN (Wheeler, 2000) against POY. Whiting et al. (2006) compared manually adjusted Clustal alignments with POY (both methods without data exclusion) and found the POY trees to be superior, as judged by likelihood score or tree lengths. Structural alignments need to be a part of these tests. In their comparison of the performance of several computer alignment methods, Hickson et al. (2000) demonstrated that differing alignments that can yield diverse phylogenetic trees can be generated using various programs and different alignment parameters. Problems stem from determining a priori parameter values that are appropriate for particular data sets and appropriate for disparate regions of the same data set. Hickson et al. (2000) conclude the use of secondary structure reduces alignment ambiguity and is a valuable aid to determine rRNA alignments that are biologically relevant. Structural alignment of rRNA follows a long tradition in morphological cladistics, similar to the way a morphologist counts vertebrae back from the skull, or examines connections to infer homology. Direct optimization will work best when we have a reasonable model of how insertions and deletions occur, as well as their frequencies, and possible interdependence (Lunter et al., 2005b) . POY does not currently offer a realistic model of indel evolution.
There are other programs to assist with structural alignment. Energetic folding algorithms (e.g., Mathews et al., 1999; Zuker et al., 2003) can be utilized to facilitate the search for putative structures that must then be confirmed with comparative evidence. However, careful interpretation of these folding algorithms is imperative (see Doshi et al., 2004) , as their predictions often conflict with the accuracy of comparative structure methods (Hickson et al., 1996; Gutell et al., 2002) that have been validated by recent crystalline structures of the ribosome (e.g., Ban et al., 2000; Schluenzen et al., 2000; Wimberly et al., 2000) . Some alignment programs incorporate structural information into the alignment procedure (e.g., Notredame et al., 1997; Gorodkin et al., 2001; Hofacker et al., 2004) ; however, most programs cannot accurately predict pseudoknots, conserved noncanonical base pairs, or tertiary interactions (Eddy, 2004) . We prefer to use these programs as useful tools that are still subject to manual confirmation, particularly in expansion segments and variable regions of rRNA alignments. We find the approaches of Misof et al. (2003) , Holmes (2004) , Niehuis et al. (2006) , and Redelings and Suchard (2005) to be extremely promising. We do not support manual alignments simply for their own sake, but rather because they currently give us satisfactory results that are, in our opinions, both philosophically and operationally superior to POY. We have not yet thoroughly explored either the strengths or the limitations of other approaches. We predict that someday manual alignments will be replaced by computer methods that outperform them, although it is possible that this day is a long way in the future. Because data sets are preserved in GenBank and on the Web, and results are always upgradable hypotheses, we suggest that data should always be treated with the best available methods at the time they are analyzed, given that they can be analyzed with superior methods in the future, if and when these methods become available.
The use of structural information and POY are not mutually exclusive. By constructing a structural alignment for input into POY, with spaces delimiting each stem, conserved unpaired region, and ambiguously aligned region, one could enforce structural constraints from the manual alignment, and permit POY to evaluate the ambiguously aligned regions (see Fig. 1 ). In effect, this is what some studies have suggested (Giribet and Ribera, 2000; Giribet, 2001 ) by subdividing rRNA into smaller and smaller pieces. Here we suggest that those pieces be explicitly identified by manual alignment according to structural criteria, as recently applied (Gillespie et al, 2005b) .
It may be that some or even all of us did not use POY properly. One could imagine a parallel study that included a masterful analysis with POY, compared to a sloppy manual alignment. This is part of the problem with a comparison of approaches, especially with sample sizes too small to account for variance. However, we are not aware of any specific published recommendations on how a POY analysis should be objectively performed. Although we cannot definitively prove the superiority of one approach over another, we can show that the "all or none" argument that computer alignment is objective and manual alignment is subjective is false. Both require subjective decisions. Manual alignments are difficult, and may be poorly done, especially if structure is not implemented or the sequences are extraordinarily hypervariable in length and substitution rate. But if the alignment is presented, then hypotheses of homology can be challenged and upgraded. Both methods would benefit from clear instructions on how to best perform analyses. Instructions for conducting structural alignment can be found in Kjer (1995) and Gillespie (2004) , and now a web page has been offered that provides a tutorial (jRNA web site: http://hymenoptera.tamu.edu/rna/). We believe that skill and experience will always play a role in systematics, and people who are either meticulous or experienced with alignment will probably produce better results.
